WHAT NEXT
AFTER SCHOOL?
Study in India Or Abroad
Vocational / Mainstream

STUDY ABROAD

Abroad
• academic excellence in all fields

• cutting edge technology / research
• emphasis on practical learning
• dynamic campus life
• global exposure

•exciting job opportunities
• attractive compensation

TOP DESTINATIONS
ACROSS THE WORLD

USA

UK

Australia

Singapore

Canada

TOP DESTINATIONS ACROSS THE WORLD
USA

UK

Australia

Canada

Singapore

No. of Students
165918

No. of Students
19485

No. of Students
19485

No. of Students
35480

No. of Students
Not available

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES
Shorter/Intensive
Course Duration
leading to lesser costs

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

Academic Excellence

Scholarship options

7th most popular
destination for
international students

Advance technology
and research

Chances of getting
100% Scholarship

Strong research
infrastructure

Has 7 of the top
Universities in the
World

Students get points for
permanent residency
in Canada if they have
graduated from a
Canadian University.

Favourable cost and
quality balance

A wide variety of
educational options

Some the best
universities of
the world

Cost of studying is
relatively less than
USA or UK

Lower tuition fees

Amazing Job
opportunities

Almost all
Universities
accept SAT/ACT score

72 Universities
accept SAT Score

26 Universities
accept SAT Score

98 Universities
accept SAT Score

2 Universities
take SAT score

SOME TOP UNIVERSITIES ACROSS THE WORLD

USA
• California State
University
• Harvard University
• Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology
• Cornell University
• Stanford University
• Columbia University
• Princeton University
• Upenn University

UK
• University of
Cambridge
• University of Oxford
• Imperial College
London
• University College
London
• University of
Edinburgh
• King’s College
London
• University of
Manchester
• University of
West minister

Australia
• University of
Melbourne
• Australian National
University
• University of
Queensland
• University of Sydney
• Monash University
• University of New
South Wales
• University of
Western Australia

Canada
• University of
Toronto
• University of British
Columbia
• McGill University
• University of
Montreal
• University of
Alberta
• McMaster
University

Singapore
• National University
of Singapore
• Nanyang
Technological
University,
Singapore

TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

USA

UK

Australia

Canada

Singapore

· SAT

· SAT

· SAT

· SAT

· SAT

· ACT

· ACT

· IELTS

· ACT

· IELTS

· TOEFL

· TOEFL

· PTE

· IELTS

· TOEFL

· TOEFL

· TOEFL

· Subject tests (SAT II)
· AP*

CONSIDERATIONS
FOR CHOOSING
COUNTRY
• Stay back Options • Affordability
• Return on Investment • Job Opportunities
• Climate • Family Presence

PLANNING COUNTRY/UNIVERSITY
SELECTION AND TEST TAKING

PRE-DEPARTURE
WRAP UP

TRAVERSING
THE JOURNEY
TO SUCESS!
PROFILE ASSESSMENT &
ENHANCEMENT

COLLEGE APPLICATION –LORS,SOPS

TAKE-OFF

PROFILE ASSESSMENT
AND ENHANCEMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum requirements: SAT/ACT, TOEFL/IELTS and the required SAT Subject Tests
(if applicable. Check the admissions requirements for each school)
Test scores: Aim as high as possible, get top marks in your classes
Be both involved and highly influential in some extracurricular activity or anything
outside of class (what counts? recognition from some sort of national or international
competition (eg. international Olympiads/international research competitions/sports)
Personal Essay: Incredibly personal in your own voice to reveal who you are including
the good and bad in life that shaped who you are.
Glowing recommendations: with specific instances
Standards for international students are much higher than the standards for regular
students especially for financial aid.

SO WHAT COULD GET YOU IN?
•
•
•
•

Begin as Early As Possible
Take on challenging learning experiences
Essays can make or break your admissions
Bring uniqueness to the plate

•
•
•
•

Research well
Quality not Quantity matters
Innovate and Impact
Interviews

Profile Building & Short-listing
Universities: US vs. UK

US

UK

Who Assesses Application?

University’s academics

Admin staff and academics

Extracurricular Activities

Important

Academics more important

Academic Expectations

Wider coverage of subjects

Specific in their academic specialties

Duration

Standard:4

Standard: 3

Entry Tests

SAT/ACT

Academics(A levels) / Specific Subject Tests

Essays

“College Application Essay”: personalized

Personal statement : More formalized

PLANNING
COUNTRY/UNIVERSITY
SELECTION & TEST TAKING
• Research and review destinations
• Shortlist universities and test taking
• Follow universities on blogs and social media
• Connect with university alumni
• Review scholarship & financial aid requirements
• Take standardized tests (ACT / SAT)
• Budgetary consideration

PERSONAL ASSESSMENT
& ENHANCED
COLLEGE APPLICATION
PREPARATION
• Aim for the highest score in SAT/ACT, TOEFL/IELTS and the
required SAT Subject Tests
• Focus on your academic performance
• Build your profile with co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities
• Personal essay-Reveal your good and bad in life the best
possible way you can
• Be innovative and impactful
• Collect letters of recommendations
• Submit scholarship & financial aid documents
• Early application submission

PRE-DEPARTURE
WRAP UP

• University interview
• Admit offer review and selection
• Visa application and interview
• Make travel arrangements
• Work on University readiness

START WITH
TEST PREP !

SAT vs. ACT

SCORES

QUESTIONS

The SAT is scored The ACT is scored
on a scale of
on a scale of
400-1600
1-36

SAT questions
require more time
to understand

MATH

Both tests now have almost the SAME advanced
math concepts.
Arithmetic, Algebra 1 & 2, Geometry
and Trigonometry

READING

ACT questions
tend to be more
straightforward

SCIENCE

The SAT has
The ACT has
5 reading passages 4 Reading passages

TOOLS

You do NOT get
a calculator on all
the math questions
on the SAT

You get a calculator
for ALL math
questions on
the ACT

If you’re a true
science-phobe,
the SAT might be a
better fit

The ACT has a
Science section that
tests your critical
thinking skills.

ESSAYS

The SAT essay
section is more
comprehension
focused

The ACT wants to see
how well you can
evaluate and analyze
complex issues.

Both essays are OPTIONAL

•

Why you would probably like to take SAT?
•

UG TESTSWHICH ONE
TO TAKE?

•
•
•
•
•

You love reading: If you are comfortable with the English
language and have a great or even some love for reading.
Eyeing Scholarships: Some scholarships are based on SAT Score
Time is a dilemma: SAT is paced slower but reading heavy.
Analytical Writing comes easier: You prefer analyzing the
nuances of writing and writing to the point.
Algebra is your thing: SAT is heavy on algebra, light on
trigonometry and geometry. It tests lesser range of mathematical
concepts
Less heavy grammar: More focus on writing style and literal
understanding.

ACT AS THE FIRST CHOICE: Why should I take the ACT?

UG TESTSWHICH ONE
TO TAKE?

• Universally accepted for college admission
• Curriculum based: directly related to what you have learned in your
high school courses in English, Mathematics, and Science.
• Students are more comfortable with the ACT than they are with the
traditional aptitude tests or tests with narrower content.
• Provides valuable information for career and educational planning and
a student profile section that provides a comprehensive profile of your
work in high school and your future plans.
• Includes Science- An area to shine for students good at science. Tests
your critical thinking skills in science

TRUTHS &
MISCONCEPTIONS

•

All schools accept either the SAT and/or the ACT

•

Colleges have no preference

•

You may take both tests, or just one of them

WHAT DO THESE
TESTS MEASURE?

Admission tests...
… measure intelligence?
… can be used to award aid?
… reflect your GPA in high school?
… predict your college GPA?
… can be prepared for?
… should be prepared for?
… test what you’ve learned in HS?

True

False

ACT PATTERN
Section

Questions/Time Limit

English

75 questions in 45 min.

Math

60 questions in 60 min.

Reading

Content/Skills Covered
Grammar & usage, punctuation, sentence
structure, strategy, organization, and style

Question Types
Four-choice, multiple-choice
Usage/mechanics and
Rhetorical skills questions

Pre-algebra, elementary algebra,
Plane geometry, and trigonometry.
Intermediate algebra, coordinate geometry

Five-choice, multiple-choice
questions

40 questions in 35 min.

Reading comprehension of what is directly
stated or implied

Four-choice, multiple-choice
Referring & reasoning questions

Science

40 questions in 35 min.

Interpretation, analysis, evaluation,
Reasoning, and problem solving

Four-choice, multiple-choice
Data representation, research
Summaries, and conflicting
Viewpoints questions

Writing(optional)

1 essay in 40 min.

Writing skills

Essay prompt

SAT PATTERN
Section

Questions/Time Limit

Content/Skills Covered

Reading

52 questions in 65 min.

Writing and
Language

44 questions in 35 min.

Grammar, punctuation, the effective
use of language and
mastering of grammar rules and systematic approach

44 Multiple Choice
Questions

Math
(Calculator not allowed)

20 questions in 25 min.

6th to 10th Grade math covering arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, statistics, basic trigonometry,
advanced math, additional math concepts and careful
reading and a systematic approach

15 MCQs and 5
Grid-In questions

Math
(Calculator not allowed)

38 questions in 55 min.

6th to 10th Grade math covering arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, statistics, basic trigonometry, advanced math,
additional math concepts and careful reading and a
systematic approach, familiar with the usage of calculator

30 MCQs and 8
Grid-In questions,
that do not have any answer
options

Essay (optional)

1 essay in 50 min.

Writing skills

Essay prompt

Science, History/Social Studies, Fiction and
interpretation, and usage of evidence from a
wide range of sources

Question Types
52 Multiple Choice
Questions

SAT SCORING
Math

200 – 800

Evidence-Based
Reading & Writing

200 – 800

Total

400 - 1600

ACT SCORING
English
Math
Reading
Science

1-36
1-36
1-36
1-36

COMPOSITE

1-36

Writing (Essay)

2-12

HOW DO THE
SCORES COMPARE?
ACT Composite (22) vs. SAT Total (1030)
ACT COMPOSITE
SCORE

NEW SAT
TOTAL SCORE (400-600)

28

1320

27

1290

26
25
24

1260
1220
1180

23

1140

22

1110

21
20

1070
1030

19

990

18

950

OUR 5 STEP PROCESS FOR
SUCCESSFUL RESULTS

Content Knowledge
Strategy
Technique
Practice & Analysis
Confidence & Endurance

What is your goal?
Now, later or NAA

Strategy: Pacing

ACT

SAT

READING

52 seconds/question

75 seconds/question

MATH

60 seconds/question

75 or 87 seconds/question

WRITING

36 seconds/question

48 seconds/question

SCIENCE

52 seconds/question

N/A

STRATEGY: PACING

TOEFL/IELTS

TOEFL
•

Standardized test to measure the
ability to understand and use English
• Test format – Internet Based TOEFL
(IBT)
• Test Structure - Reading, Listening,
Speaking and Writing
• 4 hour test
• Test result is valid for 2 years
Courses available with Manya:
• Classroom course of 40 hours
• Customised Tutoring

IELTS
•

Designed to assess the ability to
understand and use English
• Test Format – General Training and
Academics
• Test Structure – Listening, Reading,
Writing and Speaking
• 2 hour and 45 minutes test
• Test result is valid for 2 years
Courses available:
• Classroom course of 40 hours
• Customised tutoring

UG TESTS:
OTHER
REQUIREMENTS
• Additional Tests: SAT Subject Tests
(Math/Physics/Chemistry/Biology/History/Languages)
[Depending upon the University’s requirement]
• SAT Subject Test - Physics
• Questions - 75
• Duration - 1 hour
• Dates - May, June, October, November, December
• Course Material - Manual for the SAT Physics Subject Test

• SAT Subject Test - Math
• Questions- 50
• Duration - 1 hour
• Dates- May, June, October, November, December
• Course Material - Manual for the SAT Math Level 2 Subject Test

WHY CHOOSE US

END TO END SOLUTIONS
SAT/ACT PREP
IELTS/TOEFL PREP
ADMISSION COUNSELING SERVICES

HOW TO CHOOSE
WHICH TEST PREP
WORKS BETTER

time constraint

location constraint

tutor-based learning

Test date

DIFFERENT LEARNING
MODES FOR SAT & ACT

Online self paced

Online Blend

• Flexible learning from anywhere
• Suitable for self-study

• Self Study + Instructor-led coaching
• 8 doubt clarification sessions

Live Online

1-1 Live Online Tutoring

• Real-time classes via whiteboard
software
• All features of the classroom course

• Online version of customized tutoring
• Individual attention

Classroom
•
•
•
•

Score improvement based curriculum
Weekday/weekend classes
Unlimited extra help
Refresher sessions

go through a strict screening process
before recruitment

OUR TEST PREP SERVICES
ARE THE BEST, AS OUR
TEACHERS ARE THE BEST!

certified by Master Trainers

undergo regular trainings and
professional development

mentor and coach you till you take
the ACT/SAT

have access to a unique
Teacher Portal

access to teachers till the actual test taking, even after
the completion of the scheduled classes

refresher workshops prior to your test date at no extra
cost
limited batch size and unlimited extra help

OUR FOCUS –
YOUR SCORE
IMPROVEMENT

personalized reviews of your test performance

parent connect – periodic parent teacher meets to discuss

Regular monitoring of student progress

SAT STUDENT PORTAL – FEATURES
· 240 online drills
• 140+ additional online lessons
· 90+ online learning tracks
· 2000+ practice questions – Online
· 26 Full-length Practice tests

ACT STUDENT PORTAL – FEATURES

·
·
·
·

140+ video lessons
4 Online practice tests
1200+ practice questions
1460 Practice questions from The
ACT-Princeton Review publication
· 4 Practice tests booklets

Admission Counselling Services
with Manya TPR

Our counsellors offer you impartial and professional advice on international higher education institution and course
options based on your academic qualifications and work experience, keeping in mind your budget, city and other preferences.
We help you compile your application and certify the documents supporting
Assistance will also be given in student funding
Our counsellors conduct a visa assessment and help you prepare your student visa file
Pre-departure briefings to help prepare you for student life in your new country.

Why choose us
for Admission
Counselling Services?

30000+ study abroad aspirants every year
More than 15 years of experience
Largest foot print - over 43 centers nationally - One stop solution provider - from profiling to test prep to admission services
Partnership across 5 continents with over 600 universities – Largest one stop solution provider - from profiling to test prep to admission services
Assisted over 20000+ students for admission services

ARE THERE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS?

USA
•

•

•

Government-funded US
Scholarships for
International students Fulbright Foreign Student
Program
Non-governmental US
Scholarships for
International students like
TATA SCHOLARSHIP
University-specific US
Scholarships for
International students

UK
•

•
•

The British Council is
offering Scholarships worth
over 1.5 million pounds
Non- Governmental
Scholarships - Castle
Smart Scholarship
University-specific UK
Scholarships for
International students

AUSTRALIA
•

•

Australia Awards
Scholarships (Government
Funded)
Individual University
Scholarships

CANADA
•

•
•
•

•

Humber College
International Entrance
Scholarships
York University
International Student
Scholarship Program
University of British
Columbia Scholarships for
International Students
International Leader of
Tomorrow Award
Carleton University
Entrance Scholarships for
International Students

STUDENT
SPEAK

“

As a SAT Aspirant, Joining Manya -The Princeton Review was the
wisest decision i could have made. The rigorous diagnostic test,
coupled with the insightful guidance of the staff, proved to be a
lifesaver for the test day. The personalized support makes joining
the institution a must for anyone planning to study abroad.

”

Mansi Shrivastava
SAT: 1540/1600
Manya ID test: LKI1516N00011E010002

“

The Princeton Review has been like another home to me and it
was because of the encouragement and guidance i received that,
my skills improved. Having such proficient and solicitous mentors
made the journey an easier and more enjoyable one. Strategies
taught are very effective and numerous practice tests help one
assess oneself. “I am grateful to the Princeton Review for helping
me score well.

”

Radhika Chandra
SAT: 1550/1600
Manya ID : LCK161710E00001

STUDENT
SPEAK

“

Joining the Princeton Review was, indeed, one of the best
decisions i have made in my life. I started my journey of studying
for the SAT with a score of 1200. The constant support of the staff
and the excellent study material helped me reach a score of 1490
with a perfect 800 in the Mathematic section. The unparalleled
counseling services and the editing process helped me better my
college applications and get into the University of Rochester with
100% Scholarship.

Aliya Abdul Rahim
SAT: 1490/1600
Manya ID : LKI161708E00006

”

“

The Princeton Review has the most supportive faculty along with
the best preparation material. From arranging a doubt session
whenever i needed to evaluating all the essays i brought, their
guidance proved to be indispensable as i went from a score of
1190 to 1470. The rigorous full-length tests and test analysis
sessions equipped me with the knowledge necessary as a SAT
taker. With great mentors at The Princeton Review, my experience
was nothing short of fantastic.

Urvashi Singh
SAT: 1470/1600
Manya ID : CHD161706E00045

”

